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PEACE AND QUIET 
Nancy Pritts Merill (Student) 

peace and quiet, I'll think back to this week 
and I'll gladly drive them, pick them up, and 
bake for them. Too soon. they will go again. 
And too soon they'll go for more tan just a 

week's vacation. 
 

• long for - тужити за (кимось, чимось) 
• complain - скаржитися, висловлювати невдоволення 
• curtail - скорочувати 
• alas - на жаль, шкода 

 
Questions about the reading 
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• What did the writer with her first hours of peace and quiet? 
• What sort of character has the writer's? Why do you think so? 

 
Writing Assignments 

• Think of something you wanted very much and finally got. What 
were your feelings? 

• What gives you pleasure or happiness. Describe the situation. 
this paragraph, without actually describing the event itself, Lillian Ross uses 
examples to give us a good idea of what her son's Halloween party was like. 

 
My thirteen-year-old son gave a Halloween costume party for a bunch of boys 

and girls. I became his financier as he talked endlessly about his Count Dracula 
costume. Count Dracula seems to have been the most popular Halloween costume 
for the past ten years - a back satin Count Dracula cape ($18.95), Count Dracula 
fangs ($1.25), clown whiteface makeup ($2), and Zauders stage blood ($2). The 
menu for the party included fried chicken, spaghetti, salad, and cupcakes with 
orange or chocolate icing (cost per quest: $7). The candy, for visiting trick-or-
treaters as well as for the quests, was orange or black jelly beans, sugar pumpkins, 
Candy Corn, Tootsi Rolls, Raisinets, Almond Joys, Nestle Crunch, Baby Ruths, 
Milky Ways, Heide Jujyfruits, Peanut Chews, and Cracker Jacks (total: $38.65). 
My son also had eight cookies, six inches in diameter and decorated with black cats 
($1.25 each); eight little plastic pumpkins full of hard candies, each with a trembly 
plastic spider on the top ($2.50 each); eight orange-colored baloones that blew up to 
resemble cats (eighty-five cents each); eight orange-colored lollipops with jack-o-
lantern faces (seventy cents each); a large paper tablecloth showing a black witch 
standing over a blackcaldron with spiders popping out of the caldron ($2.25); 
matching napkings ($1.10); matching paper plates ($1.75); a "HAPPY 
HALLOWEEN" sign ($1.25); a dancing skeleton ($3.99); something called a 
HAPPY SPIDER ($4); a classic jack-o-lantern, made of a real pumpkin ($4, plus 


